Effectively treating with promising outcomes.
•

Alcohol and Drug Dependence

•

Chronic Stress

•

Chronic Fatigue Syndrome

•

Anti-Aging

•

Clinical Depression

•

Fibromyalgia

•

Acute Anxiety Disorder

•

PTSD
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder

•

•

•

CTE
Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy

Cognitive Impairment
(due to chemotherapy)

•

Parkinson’s Disease

Alzheimer’s Disease

NAD+
(nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide)
is a vital resource found in all living cells. We use it every day. We
now know NAD isn’t a constant resource. Things like overeating,
staying in the sun too long, drinking alcohol or taking drugs can
stress our systems and cause NAD levels to decline. Some scientists
even think this NAD decline plays a major role in how we age.

WELLNESS
Researchers investigating
brain health and longevity
have found NAD is an essential coenzyme that promotes
cellular regeneration. Studies
have found replenishing cellular levels of NAD+ can repair DNA, protect brain cells
from damage, reduce inflammation and turn on enzymes
that help prevent aging.

Integrating specific treatments to tailor a program
to get you to optimal health.
NAD+
NAD (Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide) is a coenzyme that inhabits
every cell of your body. As it is produced by and inhabits every cell in the
body, NAD is essential for our cells to produce the energy necessary to
impact physical and mental health as well as cellular aging.

Infrared Therapy
Infrared light is the invisible part of the sun’s spectrum with the ability to
penetrate human tissue to produce a host of health benefits. Since Infrared Therapy heats the body directly rather than simply warming the
air, it raises the core body temperature and produces a deep, detoxifying
sweat at the cellular level, where most toxins reside.

It is a Bridge to quickly
getting your life back!

Saves Families
Saves Careers
Saves Lives

Nutritional IV Infusions
By introducing nutrients directly into the bloodstream, they bypass the
GI tract and go into the circulatory system quickly supplying it at the
cellular level. IV Therapy is used to attain therapeutic blood levels of
certain vital nutrients.

Outpatient Referral and Setup Service
Upon completion of therapy, BWG will work with you to set up a
maintenance and support system to make sure you are successful with
your treatment program.

ADDICTION
Intravenous NAD has been
used since the 1960s to help
individuals detoxify from alcohol and opioid dependencies.
In the last ten years, NAD has
been more widely used to help
detoxify from other types of

chemical dependencies, including benzodiazepines,
methadone, suboxone, methamphetamines and
stimulants.

CHRONIC
Many chronic conditions, including chronic fatigue syndrome, neurodegenerative disease and mental health disorders have been linked to cellular dysfunction and dysregulation. NAD therapy may help
reduce the symptoms of many
chronic conditions, and may
help individuals suffering from
chronic conditions regain their
vitality and strength.

833-462-3457

Our Clients Tell The Story

As an Opiate Addict, I was extremely fearful of withdrawal symptoms. Had I known that it would have been this easy, I would
have used NADpure to detox a long time ago.

We are only a phone call away. Allow us to create a
program to bring you back to “YOU”.

A Bridge to Recovery and Revitalization
Bridgeway Wellness offers an unprecedented
treatment program tailored to quickly restore
you to vibrant health.

-Anonymous
After my 10 day IV treatment, I received an
“eraser effect”. I have to remind myself that I
used to be alcohol dependent. I feel amazing!!
-New Orleans, LA

I was diagnosed with Parkinson’s over
10 years ago. My shaking was so bad I
could not eat with a spoon. Within one
treatment my tremors went away.
-A. Thompson
Having battled Depression all my life, I had
tried every psychotropic medication on the
market. Because of this treatment approach,
that integrates medication, nutraceuticals,
laser and unconditional love, I am gratefully
living my life free from the oppression of
depression.

While the approach to wellness is highly scientific, the
environment created at Bridgeway Wellness, is welcoming,
non-judgmental and relaxed, so patients can focus on reducing
stress and improving their health and overall well-being.
Our staff of highly trained doctors and nurses understand that
your commitment to wellness is their number one goal and your
treatment and program will be administered with compassion
and caring.

-Mandeville, LA

Visit us at

www.bridgewaywellnessgroup.com

833-462-3457
Your Bridge to Recovery and Revitalization

By providing a synergistic integration of protocols,
nutrients, medications, and lifestyle training, we
give you the tools to “Cross the Bridge” into a life
filled with happiness, vibrance and
a new sense of purpose.

